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Four-footed ANIMA LS.

Of the R H 1 Noc E Ros.

#|HE Rhinoceroſ, ſo called by the Greekſ, from the Horn

| on the Noſe, is by many (and with great Probability)

taken for the true Unicorn of the Antients. º

--- --~~ der Unicorn, is by the Septuagint, St. jerome, Tert/

liam, and others tranſlated Rhinoceroſ. Thus where the Almighty

queſtions job, chap. xxxix. 9. Numquid volet Rhinoceros ſervire tibi,

&c. //?ll the Rhinoceros be willing to ſerve thee, or abide by thy Crib?

Cºſi thou bind the Rhinoceros with his Band in the Furrow? or will he

harrow the Wallºys after thee? //7lt thou truſt him becauſe his Strength

is great? or will thou leave thy Labour to him 2 //7/t thou believe him,

that he will bring home thy Seed, and gather it into thy Parn 2 Alſo

where Balaam willing to give Balak ſome Notion of the God of the

Iſrå, liter, tells him, Numb. xxii. 22. Deus eduxit illum de Aiºgypto,

cujus fortitudo ſimiliseſt Rhinocerotis : God broºght them oºt of Egypt: -
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The Hebrew Name, which in our Tranſlation we ren
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º

He has, aſ it were, the ſtrength of a Rhinoceros. And he thinks this

Simile carries with it ſuch a ſtrong Idea of his Power, that he repeats

it in the next Chapter. Likewiſe Moſes, where he maketh it an Em

blem of Strength, in his Bleſſing of joſeph, Deut. xxxiii. 17. Cornua

Rhinocerotis, Cornua illius, &c. His Horms are like the Horms of the

Rhinoceros; with them he /all pº/, the People together, to the End ºf

the Earth. From theſe and ſeveral other Places of Scripture, as like

wiſe from the general Account of the Antients, we may gather, that

this Creature, whether called Rhinoceroy or Unicorn, was the ſtrongeſt

Animal then known, and the Rhinoceroſ remains ſo to this Day; (not

excepting even the Elephant) whereas thoſe who have ſo wonderfully

multiplied Unicorms (not to mention their abſurd and contradictory De

ſcriptions) have not ſo much as pretended their Force to come near that

of the Rhinoceroſ.

To convince the Curious then, that the Rhinoceroy is the Unicorn of .

the Antients, and particularly that ſo often mentioned in Scripture, it

remains to prove, that it may very juſtly be taken for a Monoceroſ, or

one-horned Creature.

Thoſe who have beſtowed two on it, either place one on the Noſe,

and the other between the Shoulders, on the Fore-part of the Back, or

both on the Noſe. -

The firſt to which our common Prints ſeem to have given the only

Foundation, make the additional Horn a very little one, which being

fixt on an immoveable Part, can be of no Service to the Creature, ei

ther for Oſtence or Defence, the great End for which Nature beſtows

them: Beſides, the Prints appear all to be copied from one, which

ſecins to be that of Albert Durer, in 1515. for there is ſo exact a Re

ſemblance (even in ſome of the minuteſt Particulars) between that and

Gºſner's, johnſon's, Barlow's, &c. that were they taken from different

Rhinoceroſeſ (as they muſt, if not taken from one another) we might
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Of the RHINOCEROS. 3

conclude Nature, in this Creature, had forgot that agreeable Variation

which ſhe ſtamps on every Individual: Beſides, as then the Credit of

this Horn ſeems to depend intirely on one Print, (no tolerable Author

having taken Notice of it) may not we much ſafer impute it to the

Draughtſman as a Blunder, than to ſuppoſe ſo many Writers (ſeveral of

which had ſeen the Creature) as Pliny, Afilian, Oppian, Broºtiuſ, &c.

could all be ſo blind as not ſee, or ſo difingenuous as not to mention it.

The others, who make it to have two Horns on the Noſe, ground

their Opinion on a Coin of Domitiam, on the Reverſe of which is a Rhi

moceroy with two Horns on his Noſe, and that Epigram of Martial on

the ſame Rhinoceros, concluding with theſe Lines,

Nample graveſ, gemino cormſ, ſo extalit aſſum,

jačfat at impoſta, taurus in affra pilas. Lib. 1. Epig. 22.

What Mirtial mentions by his Gemino Cormu, Dr. Crew confeſſes he

don't underſtand: Politama, applies it to the Bull, and the Tranſlator

of Gºſher would have it to be taken figuratively for a ſtrong Horn;

but however this Phraſe of Martial may be explain'd away, Domitiam's

Rhinoceroſ bears both his Horns ſtill, none as yet having made any At

tempt againſt either of them: If then we ſuppoſe, (which may very

well clear up all the Doubts) that in the Time of Domitiaſ, when

Martial wrote, there was one taken, which had two Horns on his

Noſe, and for the Greatneſs of the Rarity, was by Domitian ſtamp'd

on his Coin, and by Martial celebrated in his Epigram: If this be the

Caſe, (which is highly probable) no Man, who conſiders the Nature

of Things, will from this infer, that all Rhinoceroſe, have two Horns,

no more than if he had ſeen a Bull without any, lay it down as a

Proof, that the whole Species were without Horns.

But to conclude, ſhould we allow the Print right, yet that addi

tional Horn is ſo finall, and ſtands in ſuch a Place, as not to come in

A 2. any



4. A Natural HIs To R Y

any Competition with the Horn on his Noſe: So that even then this

Creature might be juſtly eſteemed an Unicorm, and in Domitiam and

Martial's Rhinoceroſ, plainly appears only a Redundancy in an Indi

vidual, which is incapable of being charged upon the Species.

This Creature is found in many Parts of Aſia, as Bengal, Patama, #4

catra, &c. "Twas not known to the Greeks in the Time of Ariſtotle,

nor to the Romans before 24. U. C. 666 or 85 Years before Chriſt,

when Pompey the Great, in his publick Spectacles, ſhow'd one at Rome.

(This, ſays Pliny, was the firſt ever ſeen there). Auguſias, when he ,

Triumph’d for Cleopatra, ſhowed another; Domitian exhibited in the

Amphitheatre two, both taken Notice of by Martial; Antomimus Piaf,

among his Gifts to the People, gave a Rhinocero: ; Heliogabalus had

the laſt, mentioned to be ſeen at Rome. Whether any appeared in

Europe, from that Time till after 1500, is uncertain. About the Time

Albert Durer did his Print, which was in 1515, Emanuel King of

Portugal received one from the Indies: This was the ſame Geſher is re

ported to have ſeen at Lisbon: And in the Years 1684 and 1685, there

was one in England, which was the laſt, and perhaps the firſt ever ſeen

here, till this now brought over.
-

From the Account here given, this ſeems to be the ſcarceſt Species

of Four-footed Animals; for when in the Roman Shows, they would

bring in 4 or 5oo Lionſ, as many Tigerſ, Leopard, &c. we never

find more than one Rhinoceroſ, and that perhaps but in a Number of

Years.
-

This wonderful Creature, when at full Growth, is ſaid to be near

as big as the Elephant, being full as long, but not ſo high; it's Skin

ſo thick and hard, that no Weapon will pierce it, of Colour like

the Rind of a Box-tree, which differs not much from an Elephant's :

'tis all over rough, and looks as if ſcabby, which is probably cauſe:

by the Pores being ſo very large; has very little Hair; the Legs are

ſhort and thick, the Skin of them being more regularly marked, than

3 that



of the RHINOCEROS 5

that on the reſt of the Body, appears like Scales; his Skin is ſo looſe

as to hang over his Legs like Trowſers, and lies in ſeveral Folds on

his Body; the three largeſt are, one that goes round his Neck above

his Shoulders, another below them, and the third about his Loins;

theſe, and all the reſt of the Folds, draw out in certain Movements of

the Body, and thoſe Parts of the Skin which ſold up, are ſmooth and

of a Fleſh-colour: When he lifts up his Head, all thoſe under his

Throat come out, and the Skin is tight; in like Manner, when lying

down, he ſtretches out his Legs, thoſe Parts which appear like Trow

ſers, become ſtreight: There is a continual Oil or Greaſe perſpiring

through the Skin, which Nature affords to keep it ſupple, and prevent.

it from Chopping; the Want of this, when the Creature is old, but

eſpecially in ſtuffed Skins, may be the Cauſe of that extraordinary

Roughneſs which we find upon them, and which carries the Appear

ance of Scales or Shells.

The Head very much reſembles that of a Hog, as do alſo the Ears

and Eyes, and in ſhort, the whole Creature, tho' Dr. Charleton claſſes

it with the Deer Kind; the Eyes, which are very ſmall, are at a

greater Diſtance from the Ears, than in any other Quadruped ; juſt .

above the Noſtrils, grows the famous Horn, which in this preſent Ani

mal is not yet come out, bending a little towards the Crown of the

Head, but not ſo high, one of which, in the Muſaeum of the Royal

Society, is thus deſcribed by Dr. Grew. “'Tis in Colour and Smooth

“neſs like thoſe of a Bull, almoſt a Yard along, at the Baſe about

“ half a Foot over, and there ſurrounded with a Garland of black and

“ ſtubby Briſtles; 'tis ſharp pointed, a little crooked backwards, like

“ a Cock-ſpur, and quite through ſolid.” Brontius ſays, the Horn is

black, gray, and ſometimes white, which laſt is very rare, and ſells

much dearer than the others, -

The
w
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The Under-jaw is ſhorter than the Upper, and from the Upper-lip

deſcends a muſculous Subſtance, which, as a Proboſcis, aſſiſts the Crea

ture more eaſily to convey the Food into his Mouth; this he dilates

or contraćts, as his Uſe or Neceſſity requires.

His Teeth are ſmall, and his Tongue ſaid to be ſo rough and ſharp,

as to lick a Man to Death, by raking away the Fleſh from the Bone.

The Tail of this Rhinoceroſ that is now ſhown, is like a Rat's, but

flatter, without Hairs, which muſt alter very much in its Growth, to

reſemble that belonging to the Royal Society, which Dr. Grew ſays is

of a large one full grown, and gives the Deſcription in the following

Words, “The Dock is about half an Inch thick, and two Inches broad,

“ like an Apothecary’s Spatula, of what Length the whole uncertain,

“ this being only Part of it, tho' it looks as if cut off near the But

“tock, 'tis about nine Inches, black and very rough on the two Edges,

“ and there only grow very black and ſhining Hairs, a Foot long,

“ ſtubborn, and of the Thickneſs of a ſmaller Shoemaker'sThread, yet

“ not round like other Hairs, but rather flattiſh, like ſo many little

“ Pieces of Whale-bone. . .

The Feet, (ſays Mr. Ray) are Quadriſulc, or divided into four Par

t1tſCI].S. - - -

In the Muſeum of the Royal Society, is the entire Skin of a young

Rhinoceroy ſtuffed, which Dr. Grew very accurately deſcribes, in the

following Manner, “’Tis a Yard long, and almoſt a Foot over, his

“ Head nine Inches long, almoſt eight over at the Top, his Snout

“ broadiſh, as of a Calf, his Eyes little, as thoſe of a Hog, about

“ three Fourths of an Inch long, they ſtand low, not above three Inches

“ above his Noſe-end, his Ears alſo like a Hog's, his Legs as the Hip

“ poppotamur, rateably ſhort, about ten Inches long, his Tail five

“ and a half, flat as that of the Ciſlor, but not ſo broad, near the But

“tocks an Inch and half, at the End half an Inch.

4. The
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“The ſaid Skin is every where thick, and very hard, excepting on

ly his Ears, which are foſter, and extreme thin; it hath about ten

Plicae or Folds, two under the Nether-jaw, one on the Breaſt, in

the Figure of the Letter V. on the Neck one of each Side, one be

tween the Shoulders ſemicircular, on the Back two tranſverſely ex

tended to the Bottom of the Sides, with two more ſtreight ones, car

ried obliquely on the Buttocks. -

“The lower Part of his Forehead and Snout cover'd with a Kind of

hard Cruſt, his Ears naked and ſmooth, all the other Parts rough,

with round ſcaly Cruſts, on the Back, Sides and Belly leſſer, near

one Fourth of an Inch over, on the Nether-chap and Shoulders big

ger, on his Buttocks and Legs, the biggeſt about half an Inch over;

his Hair is black, ſhort, and fine, ſo few, that there are not many

more than Scales or Shells, growing for the moſt Part out of the

Centre of the Shell, ſo that it is almoſt naked; his Dock is alſo

naked on both Sides, but on the Edges there grows a conſiderable

Quantity of longer and thicker Hair: The Animal being very young,

had no Horn, nor ſo much as any Sign of it.

“In Piſo's Figure, which he hath added to Brontius's Deſcription,

and which, he ſays, was taken from the Life, the Eyes are placed

very low, as they are alſo in this Skin, but the Cloven-feet in the

ſame Picture I do not find here, peradventure the Skin not being

well taken off the Feet. -

There is likewiſe a Piece of the Skin tann'd, very thick, to be

ſeen among the fore-mentioned Curioſities: The Indianſ, they ſay,

make Bottles of it; but whether the Was Rhinocerota, uſed by the old

Romans in their Baths, to drop Oil on the Body of the Perſons bath'd,

was one of theſe Bottles, or a Veſſel with a long Spout, we won't

preſume to determine.

Oppian
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Oppian denies any Diſtinétion of Sexes among them, becauſe, ſays

he, all that were ever found, were Males: But this is far from a

proof. Pliny and Solimuſ ſay, they generate like Elephantſ, Camely,

or Lionſ - Brontius has fixt this Point from a Story we ſhall relate pre

{ently.

This Creature delights much in mooriſh Grounds, and wallowing in

the Mud; when at Liberty its Food is Graſs, Herbs, and Tops of

Boughs: Whether it chews the Cud, or no, is doubted; tho' it ſeems

very plain to me, (ſays Mr. Ray) it doth not, for altho' it divide the

Hoof into two, or rather four Parts, and is horn’d, yet by the Horn's

Situation, Solidity and Duration, taken together, it differs from the

Horns of all other Creatures, as well from thoſe that fall off, as thoſe

that do not; nor doth it make any Thing towards it, that it is not

carnivorious, but feeds on Graſs, Herbs, and Fruits, ſince the Horſe,

who eats the ſame Food, chews not the Cud. That great one, which

was ſhown about England, in 1684 or 1685, was fed with Hay, Tur

nip-tops, and Corn, of which laſt, he eat a Buſhel and a half every

Day: Thoſe who looked after him being aſk'd, Whether they ever

perceived him to chew the Cud P anſwered, No. Moreover, ſeeing that

not only in the Head, Snout, Grunting, &c. he reſembles the Swine,

but alſo in Rowling himſelf in Mire, why mayn't he alſo in not

chewing the Cud? .

This which is here now, they ſay, eats only Hay and Rice, and

drinks about ſix Gallons of Water daily.

Moſt Authors, who mention this Creature, report there is a na

tural Enmity between the Rhinocero, and the Elephant ; that before

he enters the Combat, he whets his Horn againſt a Stone, and

that he always aims his Horn at the Elephant's Belly (knowing it

to be the tendereſt Part) endeavouring to rip it up; in which be

is moſtly ſucceſsful, yet ſometimes, they ſay, the Elephant advan

tageouſly
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*

tageouſly ſeizing him with his Trunk, pierces him through with his

Teeth: This Conteſt, they conjećture, is for their Paſture. Gºſher re

lates, that when the Rhinoceroy, which was at Lisbon, was brought in

to the Preſence of an Elephant, the Elephant run away from him. This

Creature is not eaſily provoked, but when once enraged, hardly any

Thing can ſtand before him; Martial relates, that he would ſo long

ſuffer the Fury of the Beaſts let out upon him in the Amphitheatre,

that the Spe&tators almoſt deſpaired of ſeeing him fight with them,

but when thoroughly provoked, he not only toſt a Bear, but a Ball.

Brontius alſo tells a very remarkable Story of the Fury of this Beaſt,

when enraged: Theodore jemming (ſays he) Secretary of our City, with

two Companions, was lately riding in a Wood, where coming to a

marſhy Place, they found a Rhinoceroſ, with her Cub; (for this Ani

mal, like the Hog, delights to wallow in the Mire) who, as ſoon as

ſhe ſaw them, roſe up, and ſlowly went away towards the thickeſt Part

of the Wood, driving her young one before her, but this ſhe did in a

very tender Manner, puſhing it along with her Noſe; in the mean

Time, one of the Company over-raſh, rides after the Beaſt, and draw

ing his Sword, ſtruck the Rhizoceroy ſeveral Times on her Hinder-parts,

but the Strokes only made white Streaks on her Buttocks, not being

able to enter for the Thickneſs of her Hide: This the Creature bore

very patiently, till ſhe had ſecured her Cub in a ſafe Place, among

the thick Buſhes, when turning ſuddenly, with a great Shorting and

Craſhing of her Teeth, made furiouſly at him, and had certainly laid

hold of him, had not the Horſe been wiſer than his Maſter, which

- turning ſhort, ran away with him directly towards his Companions;

the enrag'd Beaſt follow'd him with all her Might, and with a great

and horrible Noiſe, overthrowing Trees, or whatever oppoſed her Paſ

ſage; at Length they reached the Place where he leſt his Companions,

whom the Rhinoceros ſeeing, immediately left purſuing of him, and

B -
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made at them, who, to avoid her Fury, ſlip'd behind two very large

Trees, hardly two Foot aſunder; between which the Creature ſeeing

them, made direétly at them; but how it happened, whether thro'

the Stupidity of the Beaſt, or their better Fortune, ſhe attempted to

come at them no other Way than thro’ that narrow Space, and tho' ſhe

made the Trees ſhake like Reeds, yet their vaſt Thickneſs withſtood

all her Force; at Length, while the Creature was making a ſtrong Ef

fort againſt one of the Trees, they preſented their Pieces cloſe to her

Head, fired, and happily ſhot her into the Brain ; upon which this

great, furious Creature fell down dead.

From this Behaviour of the Rhinoceroſ, Pierius makes him the

Hieroglyphic of a Man hard to be provoked, and as hard to be ap

peaſed.

They are very unſociable (tho’ not rapacious) Creatures, never

herding together, nor with any other Beaſts, and tho’ they do no In

jury, yet all carefully avoid them, except the Tiger, of whoſe Friend

ſhip with the Rhinoceros, Brontiuſ ſays, I'll tell you ſomething won

derful : Wherever the Rhinoceror chiefly abides, there you ſhall ge

nerally find a Tiger; being curious to know, ſays he, the Reaſon of

this, I ask'd the Indians, who told me, the Tiger being a ravenous

Creature, and a great Devourer of Fleſh, which often cauſed violent

Crudities in his Stomach, followed the Rhinoceroſ, who only feeds on

Herbage, to eat his Dung, which he takes as Phyſick to cure himſelf;

but this is only a feigned Friendſhip between them, for the female Rhi

moceroſ, while ſhe is bringing up her Cubs, won't ſuffer a Tiger to come

within a great Diſtance of her: I myſelf ſaw early one Morning, as I

was walking by the River-ſide, a young Rhinoceroſ, with his Hinder

parts gnaw'd off, not even then quite dead; and asking the Moors (for

I had two of them Servants with me) what could have done it, they

told me it was done by ſome Tiger; beſides, the Rhinoceroſº, when

3 - CWCF
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ever they find a Tiger following them, keep their Eye upon him,

ſnort, grunt, and ſeem very uneaſy, which is no great Sign of Friend

ſhip; hence the Indians have a Proverb among themſelves, when Re

lations or intimate Acquaintance entertain Suſpicions of one another,

that they had contracted the Friendſhip of the Rhinoceroy and Tiger:

And as the Dung is of ſuch Service to this Creature, ſo it is alſo to

Man, for that, the Water, Blood, Fleſh, Skin, Teeth, &c. are uſed

with Succeſs againſt Poiſon, and various Diſeaſes, but above all, the

Horn is famous for its Virtues; of this they make Cups, which are re

ported to take away all the noxious Qualities of any Liquor put into

them, as likewiſe to communicate a medicinal Virtue to whatever ſtands

in them ſome Time: In the Collection of the Royal Society, is a large

oval Box, ſaid to be made out of one of theſe Horns.

Piſo, in his Annotations on Brontiuſ ſays, that in the Year 1630,

he had ſent him from the Indies, a Stone very ponderous, being not

an Inch long, and weighing two Ounces, which was taken out of the

Brain of a Rhinoceroy; but of what Virtue it might be, he could not

tell, having not yet experienced it.

Little can be ſaid concerning the Longivity of this Creature, but as

it comes very near the Elephant in Bulk, and feeds on the ſame Food,

it may probably live as long, which is reputed to be two Hundred

Years.

There is a great Difference (ſays Linſchotten) among the Rhino

ceroſeſ, as to their Value, which the Indians can diſcern, and is ſup

poſed to ariſe from the different Herbage they feed upon, which gives

them more or leſs Virtue, ſome being ſold for an hundred Times more

than others. -

This Rhinoceroſ, from which the Figure was taken, was brought over

in the Lyell, Captain Aśom, from India, the Beginning of june 1739.

and was begun to be publickly ſhown in Londom the ſame Month, at

tWO.
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two Shillings and Six-pence each Perſon; 'tis a Male, and judg’d to be

about three Years old, having as yet no Horn, only an Excreſcence in

the Place where it is to come out; they ſay it was taken in Patma, and

brought down to our India Company's Settlement in Bengal, where a

Drawing in Indian Ink, was made of it by Thoma, Grégory-//arrem,

Gunner of Fort //7//iam, 1738. which we have ſeen.

We ſhall conclude with taking Notice, that the Naſºr Rhinocero

tis of the Romans, was a proverbial Expreſſion, for a Way of Ridi

culing, either by turning or wrinkling up the Noſe, implying, that the

Weapon with which they aſſaulted their Adverſary, was the ſame :

This Manner of Scoffing was unknown to the antient Romanſ, but in

Domitian's Time was ſo mightily in Vogue, that both old and young

practiſed it; whence Martial,

Majores munquam rhonchi;juveneſiue, Jºneſque,

Et pueri maſam Rhinocerotif habent.

Our Fathers never ſcoff’d, but now,

All, their Rhinoceroſ-Noſe, ſhow.

Of
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